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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW   
8 February 2019 
 
NICK FLANAGAN    ( -14) 
 
 
Q.  A staggering score yesterday, tougher conditions today.  How do you compare the 
two rounds? 
 
NICK FLANAGAN:  Pretty similar.  I think yesterday was kind of a bit of a surprise, but you 
at the same time I played well and kind of got everything out of my game.  I'm probably 
happier with today's round considering it was backing up that 62.  And it could have been 
anything today, probably could have been a couple better, but I had my fair share of long 
putts and good breaks so far the first two days.  So to be up there at the top of the 
leaderboard's obviously great and we'll go out on the weekend and just kind of keep doing 
what I'm doing. 
 
Q.  Wind's got up a bit this afternoon, presume that's going to happen again on the 
weekend.  Does it give you confidence that you got through that and scored well in it 
as well? 
 
NICK FLANAGAN:  Yeah, I think it wasn't too bad for most of our round today.  The last 
three or four holes it got a little tricky, and from what I've seen in the weather report it's going 
to be blowing another 10 or 15 kilometres stronger tomorrow.  We kind of dealt with that last 
year over the weekend as it's going to be the same wind, so I think everybody kind of knows 
what to expect.  It definitely makes a couple holes really tricky and anybody that can kind of 
keep it on the ground a little quicker over the weekend's going to do well. 
 
Q.  What sort of mentality do you take into the weekend? 
 
NICK FLANAGAN:  The same, same thing I'm kind of working on at the moment is just 
really being kind of happy with the effort I'm making on every shot and not worrying about 
result.  It's cliché, but it works.  So my goal is to really get to the end of a round and be 
happy with what I've done between the ears, and if it's a 74 or a 64, it doesn't really matter, 
that's the goal for the weekend. 
 


